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Nucleus-specific expression in the multinuclear mushroom-forming fungus *Agaricus bisporus* reveals different nuclear regulatory programs
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Many fungi are polykaryotic, containing multiple nuclei per cell. In the case of heterokaryons, there are different nuclear types within a single cell. It is unknown what the different nuclear types contribute in terms of mRNA expression levels in fungal heterokaryons. Each cell of the mushroom *Agaricus bisporus* contains two to 25 nuclei of two nuclear types originating from two parental strains. Using RNA-sequencing data, we assess the differential mRNA contribution of individual nuclear types and its functional impact. We studied differential expression between genes of the two nuclear types, P1 and P2, throughout mushroom development in various tissue types. P1 and P2 produced specific mRNA profiles that changed through mushroom development. Differential regulation occurred at the gene level, rather than at the locus, chromosomal, or nuclear level. P1 dominated mRNA production throughout development, and P2 showed more differentially up-regulated genes in important functional groups. In the vegetative mycelium, P2 up-regulated almost threefold more metabolism genes and carbohydrate active enzymes (enzymes) than P1, suggesting phenotypic differences in growth. We identified widespread transcriptomic variation between the nuclear types of *A. bisporus*. Our method enables studying nucleus-specific expression, which likely influences the phenotype of a fungus in a polykaryotic stage. Our findings have a wider impact to better understand gene regulation in fungi in a heterokaryotic state. This work provides insight into the transcriptomic variation introduced by genomic nuclear separation.

Fungi are vital to many ecosystems, contributing to soil health, plant growth, and nutrient recycling (1). They are key players in the degradation of plant waste (2, 3), and they form mutually beneficial relationships with plants by sharing minerals in exchange for carbon sources (4, 5) and by inhibiting the growth of root pathogens (6, 7). They even form networks between plants, contributing to soil health, plant development of different tissues. This work contributes to our understanding of fungal biology by examining this process.
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studies have shown that allele heterogeneity is linked to differential allele expression and cis-regulatory effects (19–21), and even subgenome dominance (22). In many ways, A. bisporus is an excellent model organism with which to investigate differential karyoallele expression. It only has two nuclear types in the heterokaryon in contrast to the mycorrhizae, which can have more nuclear types (23), making computational deconvolution of mRNA sequence data tractable. Additionally, the recently published genomes of the two nuclear types of Sylvan A15 (13) exhibit an SNP density of 1 in 98 bp, allowing differentiation of transcripts in high-throughput sequencing data. Finally, bulk RNA-sequencing (RNA-seq) datasets of different stages of development and of different tissues of the fruiting bodies are available (3, 24).

Here, we show that differential karyoallele expression exists in the A. bisporus Sylvan A15 strain, which changes across tissue type and development, and affects different functional groups. Further, we show that differential karyoallele expression associates with differential methylation states, suggesting that epigenetic factors may be a cause for the differential regulation of karyoalleles.

Results
Detecting Karyoallele-Specific Expression Through Sequence Differences.
To assign expression levels to individual karyoalleles, we exploit sequence differences between karyoallele pairs in the P1 and P2 homokaryon genomes of the A. bisporus A15 strain. Briefly, the sequence differences define marker sequences for which the RNA-seq reads uniquely match to either the P1 or the P2 variant, effectively deconvolving the mRNA expression from the two nuclear types (Materials and Methods). In total, there are 5,090 distinguishable karyoallele pairs between the P1 and P2 genomes, corresponding to ~46% of all genes. The remaining genes could not be unambiguously matched, or the karyoallele pairs had too few sequence differences. Most (80%) distinguishable karyoallele pairs had the same number of markers in each homokaryon. For the remaining pairs (20%), the number of markers per karyoallele was different (SI Appendix A). Karyoallele-specific expression is expressed as a read count ratio that reflects the relative abundance of mRNAs originating from the P1 or P2 nuclear type (Materials and Methods).

We studied A. bisporus’ karyoallele specific expression through mushroom development in two RNA-seq datasets: first, a mushroom tissue dataset comprising 17 different mycelial and mushroom tissue conditions throughout the development of the mushroom (in duplicate; Materials and Methods and Fig. 1E) and, second, a dataset of six stages of vegetative mycelium growth in compost throughout mushroom harvest (in duplicate; Materials and Methods and Fig. 2B). Measured difference in expression between nuclear types was not correlated with the number of markers (P > 0.05) for any of the samples, and it was not correlated with GC (guanine–cytosine) content (SI Appendix B). Of the 5,090 differentiable karyoalleles, we observed expression of 5,029 (99%) in at least five conditions.

P1 and P2 mRNA Production Differs per Tissue and Across Development.
We assess the total mRNA production of the P1 and P2 nuclear types and their relative contributions to total sample mRNA during development. To do this, we considered the total number of reads uniquely matching to P1 with respect to P2. Fig. 1E shows that this nuclear type read count ratio (NRR; Materials and Methods) changes throughout development and across tissue types. For example, during the “differentiated” stage, the P2 nuclei are dominant in the skin, but in the “young fruiting body,” the P1 nuclei dominate in the skin (Fig. 1E, two rightmost panels). In contrast, the “stipe center” is dominated by P1 nuclei in the differentiated stage, while the expression of P2 nuclei dominates later.

The transcription patterns throughout mushroom development differ between the karyoalleles. Based on a principal component analysis of the expression profiles of each nuclear type, we observe that the expression profiles of P1 and P2 group together in different clusters (SI Appendix C). This clustering is indicative of distinct regulatory programs. The first principal component appears to represent the tissue type, and the second represents the nuclear type. Interestingly, measurements of the same tissue from P1 and P2 do not have the same value for the first principal component, indicating that the difference in nuclear type does not entirely explain the variation between P1 and P2.

Within a Sample, mRNA Production of P1 and P2 Varies Between Chromosomes.
Fig. 3A shows the chromosome read count ratios (CRRs; Materials and Methods), demonstrating that some chromosomes are more active in P1 (e.g., chromosome 8) throughout development, while others are more active in P2 (e.g., chromosome 9). Expression of other chromosomes depends on the developmental state, changing in time (e.g., chromosome 2). The chromosome log-twofold changes lie between [−0.60, 0.79]. In the vegetative mycelium, we see less drastic differences in mRNA production throughout development than in the mushroom tissues, with expression log-twofold changes between [−0.28, 0.36] (Fig. 3A).

Gene Read Ratios Reveal a Dominant P1 Type in Mushroom Tissue, but Not in Mycelium.
To investigate whether either nuclear type is truly dominant, we correct for extremely highly expressed genes (SI Appendices D and E) by limiting their impact on the chromosome and tissue level ratios by using per-gene activity ratios per chromosome (CGRs; Materials and Methods), instead of read ratios. This revealed that in addition to P1 producing more mRNA than P2, P1 karyoalleles were more frequently highly expressed than their P2 counterparts (Fig. 3B). Looking across all tissues and chromosomes, P1 is significantly dominant over P2, (i.e., the average of the log-transformed CGR is significantly larger in the P1 nuclear type than in the P2 nuclear type, following a t test in mushroom tissue, with P < 0.01; SI Appendix F). Using the CGR has a notable impact on chromosome 9. Although P2 produces most chromosome 9 mRNA (Fig. 3A), it is not the case that more
P2 karyolleles are more highly expressed than P1 karyolleles. In the mycelium (Fig. 3), we do not observe such a dominance of P1 \((P > 0.05, \text{with a } t\text{ test as in the mushroom dataset})\), where neither P1 nor P2 shows dominant mRNA activity.

To verify that the dominance we observe is not a result of a nuclear type imbalance, we investigated the expression of housekeeping genes across the samples. Two genes have previously been used as housekeeping genes in \textit{A. bisporus}: 18S ribosomal RNA and gpdII (25). The 18S ribosomal RNA was not differentiable between the two nuclear types. The log-twofold changes of expression between the two nuclei we observed for gpdII did not have a mean significantly different from 0 \((P > 0.3, \text{by a one-sample } t\text{ test})\), indicating that the nuclear ratio is, on average, equal across the nuclei.

Further, we identified 50 genes that, within each nuclear type, had a measured expression of at least 50, and had an SD of expression within 10% of the mean across all samples. For these 50 genes, we found that the mean of the log-twofold changes between the two nuclei we observed for gpdII did not have a mean significantly different from 0 \((P > 0.6, \text{by a one-sample } t\text{ test})\), supporting our observations for gpdII.

A Substantial Portion of Karyolleles Are Differentially Expressed. In each sample, we determined the set of karyolleles that are significantly differentially expressed between the two nuclear types. Although the dominance of the P1 nuclear type indicates a general trend of higher activity across many genes, some karyollele pairs have a much larger difference, indicating a functional role. In total, we find 411 genes that are differentially expressed (Materials and Methods) in a mushroom tissue or in vegetative mycelium throughout development (Fig. 4A); 368 genes are differentially expressed in mushroom tissues, and 82 are differentially expressed in the vegetative mycelium. Using bisulfite sequencing of DNA isolated from vegetative mycelium, we identified methylation sites that indicate differential methylation states between the P1 and P2 nuclear types (SI Appendix G). The set of differentially expressed genes is enriched for genes with mixed methylation states (277 differentially methylated genes, and 42 of these are differentially expressed). Remarkably, if a gene is observed to be more highly expressed in P1 than in P2, it will never be observed to be more highly expressed in P2 than in P1 in other tissues, and vice versa (with only one exception, which is differentially expressed in both datasets; SI Appendix H). This indicates a distinct preference for one karyollele by the regulatory machinery across development.

Thirty-nine genes are differentially expressed between the nuclear types in both the mushroom and mycelium. In this intersection set, 10 genes had higher expression in P1 and 24 had higher expression in P2. Five were more highly expressed in P2 in the mycelium but switched to P1 in the mushroom (SI Appendix H). The small overlap is indicative of different regulatory processes during the vegetative stage and a mushroom stage. Interestingly, of the 90 named genes in \textit{A. bisporus} (Materials and Methods), only \textit{mnp1}, an important gene in lignin degradation, is differentially expressed and exhibits different behavior in the mushroom and the vegetative mycelium (SI Appendix I).

Although P2 up-regulates more differentially expressed genes than P1 does (Fig. 4A), more genes show a consistently higher expression in P1 than in P2 (Fig. 4B). We identify consistently higher expressed genes that show a higher expression in one nuclear type over the other across all samples (Materials and Methods). This results in a dominant mRNA contribution from P1.

---

**Fig. 2.** Differential regulation of functional groups through mushroom development. The development of different tissues is illustrated as a tree. We investigate several functional groups. At each developmental stage, we observe how many genes of each group are differentially up-regulated in P1 (Left) and in P2 (Right). The yellow diamonds indicate the ratios of these counts. We see that the groups are more or less equally distributed between P1 and P2 (the yellow diamonds are centered), with the exception of the vegetative stage (the root node of A) and the vegetative mycelium dataset. (A) Mushroom dataset. (B) Vegetative mycelium dataset. (C) Number of differentially expressed genes across all samples in the two datasets.
Colocalized Gene Clusters Are Coregulated. To determine the level at which genes are regulated, we investigated whether there are regions where the majority of genes were consistently more highly expressed in one homokaryon than in the other. We detected many such regions, given in Fig. 4C and SI Appendix J, hinting toward a sub-chromosomal level of regulation. This is supported by observations in Fig. 3, where we see that chromosomes are differently regulated, even within one tissue, excluding regulation at the nuclear level. Our observation of colocalized regions being coregulated contradicts the notion of a chromosome-level regulation, where we would have observed chromosome-wide coregulation.

Coregulated regions are more frequently up-regulated for the P1 karyollele than for the P2 karyollele. This observation is in agreement with the observed P1 nuclear type dominance. We observe relatively little overlap between the mushroom and vegetative mycelium datasets (SI Appendix J), indicative of different regulatory programs between the vegetative mycelium and mushroom tissue cells.

Broad Range of Functionality Affected by Karyollele-Specific Expression Throughout Development. To examine the functional annotations of the differentially expressed karyollele pairs, we considered the following categories: (i) transcription factors, (ii) metabolism genes, (iii) secondary metabolism genes, (iv) cytochrome P450 genes, (v) carbohydrate active enzymes (cazymes), and (vi) secreted proteins. These categories, with the exception of secondary metabolism genes, are all enriched in the set of differentiable genes \( P < 0.05 \) by a \( \chi^2 \) approximation to the Fisher’s exact test with false discovery rate (FDR) correction.

Fig. 2 shows the division of the 411 differentially expressed genes across the functional categories in all of the different samples. None of the differentially expressed genes were transcription factors. For the other functional categories, we saw a more or less equal amount of up-regulated karyolleles in P1 and P2 in the mushroom tissues (Fig. 2A and C, except in the vegetative stage) and a more skewed distribution of activity in the mycelium dataset (Fig. 2B and C), as well as in the vegetative stage of the mushroom dataset. In these cases, P2 had more differentially expressed genes in these functional categories (Fig. 2C).

The P2 type had higher expression of significantly more karyolleles than P1 in the mycelium (SI Appendix K). In the mycelium, P2 had an enriched expression of cytochrome P450 genes, secondary metabolism genes, and cazymes \( (P < 0.05, \text{ with an FDR-corrected } \chi^2 \text{ approximation to the Fisher’s exact test}) \). Furthermore, cazymes and metabolism genes in the mycelium were more likely to be more highly expressed in P2 \( (P < 0.05, \text{ with an FDR-corrected binomial test}) \).

Colocalized genes are often coregulated. Pictured here are the colocalized and coregulated gene clusters along chromosome 10 in the mushroom tissue dataset. Along the x axis is the genomic coordinate. For each sample (gray lines), we plot the difference between the number of genes more highly expressed by P1 and by P2 (a value of 0 indicates an equal distribution). We also highlight the regions that are consistently up-regulated in P1 (red regions) and the number of genes that are consistently up-regulated in P2 (blue regions). \( D(x) \), the number of consistently expressed genes in P1/P2 (SI Appendix J).
Nineteen of the 39 previously identified differentially expressed genes shared between the mycelium and mushroom datasets had the following functional annotations: 14 were annotated as metabolism genes, 14 as enzymes, 5 as secreted proteins, and 2 as cytochrome P450s (some genes have multiple annotations). Additionally, five of these 39 genes have different domain annotations, indicating different functional properties between the P1 and P2 karyolleles.

An analysis of Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) annotations of the differentially expressed genes revealed several genes involved in the aminocyl-tRNA biosynthesis (M00359) pathway, suggesting a differential ability to produce tRNAs (SI Appendix L).

Next, we studied whether differential expression of a karyollele also resulted in the production of a functionally different protein due to sequence differences between the karyolleles. In total, 216 of the 5,000 distinguishable karyolleles had sequence differences that led to an alternative protein domain annotation, and 36 of these are differentially expressed between P1 and P2 (SI Appendix M).

Discussion

Differently from most eukaryotes, nuclei remain side by side during most of the life cycle of basidiomycete fungi. Whether each nucleus is contributing equally to the phenotype and, if not, how this is regulated are largely unknown. To understand this, we studied the expression of karyolleles in both constituent nuclei of the button mushroom. From the observed average gene expression, we conclude that the expression of nuclear type P1 of the *A. bisporus Sylvan A15* strain is dominant. Remarkably, this dominance is present across all developmental stages in the heterokaryon. We can link this phenomenon to human fibroblasts (26), where it has been shown that individual cells preferentially express one allele over the other, which is not evident over a collection of many cells. Whereas in a diploid genome, the cell must rely on heterochromatin DNA packing or RNAi regulatory pathways (27), heterokaryotic cells could instead control the energy usage of a specific nuclear type.

In the mushroom tissue dataset, the number of up-regulated karyolleles in P1 is approximately equal to that in P2, but in the vegetative mycelium dataset, P2 has more up-regulated karyolleles. The contrast between a dominant P1, yet more differentially higher expressed genes in P2 in mushroom tissue is paradoxical. However, many genes show a consistently higher expression in either P1 or P2, thus allowing us to more accurately identify a contribution of one P1. Is it possible that the P1 homokaryon is responsible for the basal mRNA production, while P2 plays a more reactive regulatory role? Mechanisms for this kind of regulation are not known. In plants, subgenome dominance may be linked to methylation of transposable elements (22). Does something similar happen in *A. bisporus*?

Although an imbalance in the number of nuclei could explain the dominance of P1, housekeeping genes suggest an equal proportion of nuclear types, on average. Further, we showed that genes that are consistently more highly expressed in one of the karyolleles do colocalize in subchromosomal regions. If there were more P1 nuclei than P2 nuclei, we would have instead expected generally higher expression of genes in one nuclear type across all chromosomes.

For many differentially expressed genes, protein sequence differences between the two karyolleles in the two nuclear types encode for different protein domains. This suggests a functional impact of karyollele-specific expression. We also observe a broad range of differentially expressed functionality between the P1 and the P2 nuclear types. For example, the P2 up-regulation of enzymes and metabolism genes in P2 in compost highlights the importance of the P2 homokaryon in development. H97, one of the homokaryons in the cultivar *Horst U1*, from which *Sylvan A15* is derived, displays stronger vegetative growth characteristics than its counterpart H39 (1). This metabolic strength may be passed down from the H97 homokaryon to the *Sylvan A15* P2 homokaryon, and the differentially expressed karyolleles may in part be responsible for this. The gene *mnp1*, for example, is an important gene for growth on compost, and P2 has indeed inherited the relevant chromosome 2 from H97 (13). Such characteristics are relevant for breeding strategies.

A significant proportion of differentially methylated karyolleles were also differentially expressed. However, methylation can only explain at most 10% of the observed differential expression. This may be due to a limitation of our methylation dataset (only vegetative growth), but it may also hint toward other regulatory mechanisms.

In addition to methylation, we observe colocalization of coexpressed genes. This may be indicative of a difference in genome organization, whereby the DNA is less accessible in certain regions in P1 than in P2 through different levels of chromatin compaction. It has been shown that gene expression is strongly linked to DNA availability and, further, that such chromatin organization is inheritable (28).

The sequences of a pair of karyolleles need to be sufficiently different for our algorithm to be able to uniquely assign reads to each karyollele. These sequence differences between nuclear types may have an effect on various regulatory mechanisms of transcription, such as transcription factor binding efficiencies, transcription efficiency, differences in mRNA stability, or differences in epigenetic factors. Future research might shed light on whether these differences are related to observed differential karyollele expression.

Conclusion

We showed that karyolleles, the different copies of a gene separated by nuclear membranes in a heterokaryon, are differentially expressed between the two different nuclear types in the *A. bisporus Sylvan A15* strain. Each nuclear type contributes varying amounts of mRNA to the cell, and thereby the functional contributions also change. The mechanisms behind this process need to be investigated, but we show that it could be partially explained by epigenetic mechanisms.

Heterokaryotic fungi have major impact in clinical and biotechnological applications, and impact our economy and society as animal pathogens such as *Cryptococcus neoformans* (29); plant pathogens such as *Usitlagi maydis* (30); plant and soil symbionts such as mycorrhizal fungi (23); bioreactors such as *Schizopyllum commune* (31); and, of course, the subject of this study, the cultivated, edible mushroom *A. bisporus* (13). It is known that different homokaryons in these species will produce different phenotypes (3), which no doubt need to be treated, nourished, or utilized differently. With this work, we hope to draw attention to the impact of sequence and regulatory variation in different nuclei on the function and behavior of the cell to further our understanding of the role of fungi in our environment.

Materials and Methods

RNA-Seq Data. We used two RNA-seq datasets from the *A. bisporus* (A15) strain: (i) tissue samples through mushroom development (BioProject accession no. PRJNA309475) from Pelkmans et al. (24) and (ii) vegetative mycelium samples taken from compost through mushroom development (BioProject accession no. PRJNA275107) from Patyshakuliyeva et al. (3). Mushrooms were grown under the same environmental conditions in both studies. Throughout this study, when we refer to the mushroom tissue dataset, we refer to all samples in dataset i, including the first sample, which is technically a vegetative mycelium sample. The compost dataset exhibited high amounts of PCR duplicates (SI Appendix N), which we removed using FastUniq (32).

Homokaryon Genome and Annotations. The P1 and P2 genomes (13) were annotated with BRAKER1 (33) and AUGUSTUS 3.0.2 (34) using the pooled RNA-seq data from the mushroom tissue dataset (SI Appendix O). Named genes are provided in SI Appendix P. Functional annotations are provided in SI Appendix Q.

Karyollele Pair Discovery. The genome annotations were used to produce predicted mRNA sequences for each gene. The genes in the two parental genomes were matched using a reciprocal best BLAST (35) hit. Hits that had E-values greater than 10^-100 were removed. This resulted in a conservative
orthology prediction between the two homokaryons that are our set of karyoalleles. Pairs with 100% sequence identity were removed, as it would be impossible to identify distinguishing markers for these identical pairs.

**Marker Discovery.** For each discovered karyoallele pair, we identify markers that uniquely identify each element of the pair. This is done by constructing all possible kmers for each sequence, resulting in two sets per pair. The kmers overlapping in these sets are removed, resulting in distinguishing pairs of markers. Once distinguishing markers have been discovered for all pairs, we remove all nonunique markers. Finally, the set of markers is made nonredundant by scanning the position-sorted list of markers from left to right and removing any marker that overlaps with the previous marker. Finally, we ensure that the markers are unique throughout the whole genome by removing markers that are present anywhere else in either genome. To guarantee sufficient evidence across the whole genome, we remove karyoallele pairs that do not have at least five markers each.

**Marker Quantification.** We scan all RNA-seq reads for the detected markers using the Aho–Corasick algorithm (36). We insert all markers and their reverse complements into an Aho–Corasick tree and count each marker only once for each fragment (a marker may be present twice if the read mates overlap). We calculate a gene expression score as the average of each marker count for a gene. This results in an expression score $E_g$ for each gene $g$ in each sample $t$ for each replicate $r$, per homokaryon $h$:

$$E_g(r, s, m, g) = \frac{1}{|M_g(r, s)|} \sum_{m \in M_g(r, s, m)} q_{m, g},$$

where $M_g(r, s, m)$ is the set of markers in a gene $g$ in homokaryon $h$ and $C_{r, t, s, m}$ is the count for marker $m$ in replicate $r$, sample $s$. Differential expression was tested with DESeq (37) (SI Appendix A).

**Read Ratio Calculation.** Using the normalized read counts from DESeq, we calculated the ratio of the number of reads originating from the two homokaryons at the gene [gene read ratio (GRR)], chromosome (CRR), and nuclear type (NRR) levels. Formulas are provided in SI Appendix A.

**Gene Ratio Calculation.** We calculate the geometric mean of the GRR of all genes in a chromosome to describe the expression activities at the chromosome level (CGR) and, additionally, across all genes for the nuclear type level (nuclear gene ratio). The geometric mean is more suitable than the arithmetic mean for averaging ratios. Formulas are provided in SI Appendix A.

**Software and Code Availability.** Marker discovery and abundance calculations were done in Scala, and downstream analysis was performed in Python using Ibisas (38). All source code, together with a small artificial example dataset, is available at https://github.com/thiegehrmann/Homokaryon-Expression.

**Data Availability.** The RNA-seq data were previously generated and can be found at Bioproject accession nos. PRJNA309475 and PRJNA275107. The bisulfite sequencing data can be accessed in the Sequence Read Archive (SAMD06284058).
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